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Ten minority undergraduates officially began a new experience at the Marine 
Science Institute Monday, June 6. The goal of the program, Research Experiences for 
Minority and Women Undergraduates at the Marine Science Institute of The University 
of Texas at Austin, is to immerse women and minority undergraduate students into the 
culture of marine science research that exists in moderate sized marine laboratories. 
Most students will be in residence at MSI during the entire summer. Both individual 
and group research experiences will be emphasized by participation in individual 
laboratory and field projects as well as collective field sampling trips. Graduate 

student mentors Randy Garza and Sharon Herzka will be working with the REU students. A special grant 
from the National Science Foundation, under the direction of Terry Whitledge and Peter Thomas, provides 
financing for the program, which will ·continue in 1995 and 1996. Individual students receive room and 
board plus a $2,500 stipend. Informal weekly seminars and research cruises aboard the RIV LONGHORN 
are planned. Students who are participating in the program,. along with home towns or school locations, 
are: Laura Laidler, Corpus Christi; Aaron J. Espinoza, Pharr; Sylvia Calderon, Anacortes; Washington; G. 
Adrian Vargas, Carrizo Springs; Liza Gonzales, Lubbock; V angielynn Cruz Tersol, Virginia Beach, Virginia; 
Kai Ayana Bonner, Savannah, Georgia; Jose Barrios, Anacortes, Washington; Marisa A. Garza, Kingsville; 
and Landon Ward, Beeville. -T. E. Whitledge 
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REMEMBERING THREE PYGMY KILLER WHALES IN OUR OWN BACK YARD 

I "got into dolphins" about a dozen years ago because I kept finding them, usually 
dead, on the beach during my regular beach surveys. I also got into turtles about the 
same time and for the same reason - but that is another story. Then came October 
1983 when the Jetty Boat Captain reported that a dolphin was alive up on the beach 
on San Jose Island. It turned out to be a pygmy killer whale (Feresa attenuata), a 
species almost unknown to science, and definitely unknown to me. We kept that 
animal only a day or two in a concrete tank the same size as the ones in the Turtle Palace grounds - only this one was in the now "Peter Thomas Building" (Tox Lab). Frantic phone calls went out to every marine mammologist I knew at the time - and he did not know what to do. So we contacted the now..,defunct SeaArama. They drove down in a truck, coated the animal with zinc oxide and carted him off to Galveston where he died a few hours later. 

Then, in December of that same year, not one, but three pygmy killer whales came ashore right in our own back yard (in the County Park by the Jetty). Hayden Abel, Noe Cantu, myself, and others we could collar on the beach, would carry one whale on a people stretcher from beach to truck and truck to tank, when a call came in that another was in the surf and back we would go to get it. When all three were in the tank with three volunteer whale-walkers, it was very crowded. Imagine next time you go by those concrete tanks three whales and attendants in one of them. Of course these were not Great Whales, the largest was about eight-foot long and weighed 300 lb. The tanks were only about 3ft deep and whale walking soon became -a back-breaking job. My now-expanded group of marine mammologists and veterinarian acquaintances could offer only limited help and the pros at Sea World in San Diego and Florida obviously did not want to fork out the expense of coming to get the animals unless there was a reasonable chance of them surviving. The odds were not splendid as Pygmy killers had never survived for longer than a day in captivity. 

The building housing the tanks had a roof but no walls (it was screened in and plywood could be put up to ward off the north winds) and was not suitable for keeping three whales alive. So we looked to the large outside tank which, of course had no roof or walls, but at least there was room for the animals to swim. Unfortunately, it was half filled with sand, having been used by Steve (nee Peanut) Rabalais to try and induce sea turtles to mate and lay eggs. With the help of the City of Port A, a small bulldozer was lowered into the tank and the sand scooped out. It took a day to fill the tank with seawater and in the meantime the whales started to talk to each other. Chris Kitting recorded those vocalizations, the first, and may be still the only, recording of Feresa attenuata's sounds. 

We let the public come and see them and put out a collection cup to help defray costs. Both practices were discontinued, the first after a rather large person became distraught at the sight of the animal, and the second when we found out it was illegal by University rules. The whales "made the New York Times" and national TV. Their reputation of being vicious and dangerous animals proved to be groundless. They were gentle and responded to our ministrations. We tried some innovative, but disastrous experiments in penning the two we thought were healthy in the boat basin while we kept the one we thought to be sick isolated. We were wrong. The healthy ones died but the sick one, who was named "Sugar" by someone, lived for nine days. Necropsies showed us to be 180 degrees out of phase. 
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I had hoped to bring this narrative up to date with a report on the latest live dolphin strandings which 
ended more successfully with releases in the Gulf from LONGHORN, but I got lost reminiscing. The Laz 
Gaz seems to do that to people. There were twenty other live strandings which took place between the 
pygmy killer whales and the present, and each one has had its moments to remember. Maybe I will relate 
those in another LazGaz. I would like to tell you of standing alone at midnight in a thunderstorm in a tank 
with a dolphin, and the time I took a perfect backward dive into one of those small tanks while carrying 
a 75 lb angry sea turtle -:- but that's another story. -Tony Amos 

Weather Report May 23-June 5 

-Andi Wickham 

• When I got there I was quickly strapped into a life vest. Then the Captain read the rules of the ship, and 
introduced us to Bob. Bob was with us on the entire ride, either showing us things, or answering questions. 
Bob showed us many things like animals that live in the bay, how to catch plankton, and how they sampled 
mud. It was a fun ship ride, and I learned a lot from what Bob told us. (Scott Haymond, Cypress) 

• My family was so proud when I was accepted to attend Oceanography Day at the Texas University 
Research center in Port Aransas ..... the crew demonstrated how they take mud samples, water samples, and 
plankton samples. I was real impressed. Oceanography Day was one of the neatest days of my scouting 
career. (Wes Wakefield, Madisonville). 

• Going to Oceanography Day made me appreciate our world a little more and respect the men and women 
who dedicate their lives to the study of Oceanography. Thank yall very much for hosting this event and 
thank you Port A Troop 29 for sponsoring the Port Aransas Historical Trail and best of luck. P.S. I'm an 
Aggie and I was very impressed by the behavior and attitude of my arch rivals, thanks again, Caleb: 
(Caleb Garrison, Victoria) 

• We arrived at the Institute around ten o'clock. The mosquitoes were killing our whole troop. Just as all 
the other troops we were waiting for a great day starting from the beginning of the next day. This was the 
beginning of our wonderful experience at Oceanography Day. (Blake Calcote, Houston) 

• While I was there I saw two beautiful, wonderful, exciting, light-streaking, small, fragile, nose-making, 
gray, fast, jumping one by one, same size, same color, cheerful, friendly, brave, bottle-nosed, high jumping, 
healthy, good looking, happy-go-luck, not-a-care-in-the-world, dolphins ..... ! will remember this enjoyable trip 
forever. (William Shive, Spring) 
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MS! Employees Proud Parents of-

H. G. Olsen Elementary 
• A's ALL YEAR 

second grade: Jennifer Seguin 
fourth grade: JoAnn Jackson, Stephanie Tinnin 

• A/B's ALL YEAR 
second grade: Dani Buskey, James Cantu, Jack Montagna 
third grade: Lauren Kalke 
fourth grade: Ashley Harris, Tess Montagna, Brince Abel, Karli Dunton, 

Nikki Buskey, Alex Seguin 
fifth grade: Sarah Seguin 

• PERFECT A'ITENDANCE 
second grade: James Cantu, Jack Montagna, Jennifer Seguin 
fourth grade: JoAnn Jackson, Alex Seguin . ~ 
fifth grade: Sean Cantu 

Brundrett Middle School 
• ALL YEAR A HONOR ROLL 

sixth grade: Nathan Dunton 
• ALL YEAR AIB HONOR ROLL 

sixth grade: Daniel Allen, Chris Kalke, Kate Montagna, Patricia Tinnin 

Port Aransas High School 
• A HONOR ROLL 

eleventh grade: Jill Thompson 
• AIB HONOR ROLL 

tenth grade: Chris Horn 
twelfth grade: Michelle Horn 

Andrea Shaw receives five scholarships- Graduating PAHS Senior Andrea Shaw, daughter ofMSI's 
John Shaw, was the recipient of five scholarships presented at the annual awards assembly at PARS. 
Andrea received the Letha Agnew Memorial Scholarship for $250, the Don Edward Goodwin Memorial 
Faculty Scholarship for $1,200, a Sandy Clark SAT award for $100, a Port Aransas Rotary Club scholarship 
for $2,000, and a Port Aransas Scholarship Fund award of $500. 

Jill Thompson receives three honors- Jill Thompson, an 11th grade student at PARS last year and 
daughter of John and Jane Thompson, has recently been honored for sportsmanship, citizenship, and 
academic achievement. Jill received the PARS Sportsmanship Award for 1994; the Jerry McDonald 
Citizenship Award; and was nominated for her academic achievements to represent PAHS in the Corpus 
Christi Caller Times South Texas Outstanding Scholars Contest. 
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Travel ending between May 28 and June 10 

+Ellery Ingall, May 21-29, Atlanta and Savannah, Georgia, to subsample oceanographic sediment 
collections and prepare manuscripts with co-authors at Georgia Institute of Technology and Skidoway 
Institute of Oceanography. 

+Ed Buskey and Jay Peterson, May 24--June 9, Carrie Bow Cay, Belize, .to carry out NSF sponsored 
research on swarming behavior of copepods. 

+Paul Montagna and Greg Street, College Station, to attend GOOMEX data synthesis meeting. 

• I thank you for taking the time to show Dr. Walter Smith of State University of New York the Marine 
Science Institute facilities. He was most impressed and I believe a bit jealous. I too found the tour most 
enlightening and enjoyable. 
(To Rick Tinnin from Franklin B. Johnson, Professor Emeritus, UT-Austin) 

• I would like to personally thank you for the time and effort spent by you and the rest of the staff on this 
excellent program for the . scouts. Everyone of the scouts in our troop that was able to attend had a very 
enjoyable time. They came back excited and enthused about your program and scouting in general. Our next 
camp out had to be to the beach and was the best attended of any we have had. Again thank you and please 
keep up the great work you are doing. 
(To John Thompson from L. Estes Lawton, Cypress, Texas) 

• Thanks for sending Pat and me the Gazette, which we are enjoying very much. We are about to move back 
to New England where the University of Massachusetts at Dartmouth is starting to build up a marine 
environmental specialty much along the lines of Port Aransas before there was a Dept. of Marine Science. 
We are looking forward to getting back to the U.S. and to reading the Gazette at our new address: Patrick 
and Juanita Gearing, 61 Cole Street, Jamestown, Rhode Island, USA 01835. 
(Patrick Gearing, M.A. 1970, Ph.D. 1975; Juanita (Newman} Gearing, Ph.D., 1973) 
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FIVE SMALL BOATS AND RIV KATY USED ON STUDENT CRUISE 

June 1994, D-Day. They said it couldn't be done. But with five small boats, the RIV KATY, 25 student 
gringos, one crazed professor, four hardened graduate students and two MSI crew members, they 
successfully took two bridges in Copano Bay and completed a 20-nautical mile transect to the Gulf from the 
Aransas River. The successful mission illustrated changes in the physical parameters, variations in 
zooplankton and benthic faunal biomass and examined gradients in chlorophyll and inorganic nitrogen 
levels throughout the estuary. The students also gained access to a variety of sampling techniques and 
equipment by rotating every few stations. · For the students, this implied switching boats in mid-bay, which 
they managed to do with remarkable grace and dexterity. The only major organizational failure was that 
no one took fried chicken for Hayden's lunch; as a result there was much wailing and gnashing of.teeth. 
But with notable self-discipline Hayden survived on the snickers bar he brought:--M:o! He 3HaeM 

Keeping up with the RIV LONGHORN -
Those at MSI who are interested in keeping up 
with the RIV LONGHORN are able to do so via 
the hall bulletin board across from the 
faculty/staff mailboxes. This bulletin board 
contains: ( 1) Long term schedule, and when at 
sea (2) Chart with latest positions {tracked hourly 
via satellite} and (3) Latest messages from the 
RIV LONGHORN. . 

WV LONGHORN works on TPWD Artificial Reef Program - Jan Culbertson, Conservation Scientist 
with the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department's Coastal Fisheries Branch, has again arranged for MSI's 
RIV LONGHORN to assist with their Artificial Reef Program. On March 24 the RIV LONGHORN did the 
first work for the program when requested to assist on an emergency basis to relocate the Fish Haven Buoy 
to its correct loca.tion after the buoy drifted off station. New work this week involved the High Island Buoy 
and the lighted buoy at the George Vancouver Liberty Ship site. (The missing buoy from the George 
Vancouver Liberty Ship site was found on a Matagorda County resident's front lawn near Sargent.) Later 
the RIV LONGHORN will be doing buoy maintenance work on the Port Mansfield Liberty Ship Reef site 
and the Port Isabel I South Padre Island Reef site. TPWD personnel deliver chain to the RIV LONGHORNs 
dock, and concrete anchors are poured in molds for direct transfer by crane to . the research vessel. Exact 
locations have to be verified by diving. TPWD personnel Jan Culbertson and Douglas Peter are both 
certified AAUS (American Association of Underwater Scientists) divers. This greatly facilitates diving 

. arrangements with MSrs AAUS diving program, and allows backup by MSI certified AAUS divers aboard 
theRIVLONGHORN, Hayden Abel and Noe Cantu. Additional work on the Artificial Reef Program in 
cooperation with the Texas Parks and Wildlife Department is planned for next year. 
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1994 

RIV LONGHORN 
LONG TERM SCHEDULE 

June 8-9, Texas Parks and Wildlife Department, Artificial Reef Project 
June 23, Teaching, Paul Montagna, Gulf, Marine Invertebrates 
June 24--26, Teaching, Ken Dunton, Port Isabel, Estuarine Ecology 
June 27-30, UT-ARL, Duane Kurtin, sonobuoy placement and relocation, underwater detonation 

July 11 - 15 and 18- 21; two cruises of about four days each about 8 days, UT-ARL, Clark Penrod, Paul 

Eisman, ONR work, testing acoustic arrays and recording buoy system, 4 to 500 meter depth range. 

July 22 - 23; Teaching, Lee Fuiman, Gulf, Biology of Fishes 
July 25 - August 5, Bill Behrens, training course, summer teaching, transect to the East Breaks and return. 

(combination MSI and UTIG ship time) 
Six days, minority and women students training cruise, summer, Whitledge and Thomas, NSF: OCE-9322284 

1995 
May 10-17, Ron Benner & John -Hedges, NSF, (funded), Characterization of dissolved organic matter in 

seawater by ultrafiltration and chemical analysis. 
Six days, minority and women students training cruise, summer, Whitledge and Thoma~, NSF: OCE-.9322284 

June, 15 days, Richard Buffler UTIG, ocean bottom seismometers deployment, NSF proposal, Structure of the 

Chicxululum KI Impact Crater, Yucatan, Gulf of Mexico 
August 5-12, Ron Benner & John Hedges, NSF (funded), Characterization of dissolved organic matter in 

seawater by ultrafiltration and chemical analysis. 

1996 
Six days, minority and women students training cruise, summer, Whitledge and Thomas, NSF: OCE-9322284 

August 5-12, Ron Benner & John Hedges, NSF (funded), Characterization of dissolved organic matter in 

seawater by ultrafiltration and chemical analysis. 

Library Orientation is set for Monday and Tuesday, June 13/14 at _8:30 to 9:30. 
Summer students and new graduate students are encouraged to attend. 

IBM Lasergraphic Slide Maker-Use of this equipment has increased to the extent 
that a sign-up sheet has been created. Please come into the library and reserve use of 
this equipment. You may reserve the equipment in two hour blocks. Hours that the 
equipment can be reserved is between Sam and 8pm Monday through Friday. After 
Bpm and all hours on Saturday and Sunday are open to use on a first come - first 
serve basis. The sign-up log is beside the IBM equipment. 

World Wide Webb - NCSA Mosaic 1.0.3 (March 8, 1994) has been loaded on the Mac Hsi public work 
station. You can access the World Wide Webb through this program. You access Mosaic from "The Apple" 
in the upper left comer of the screen. The World Wide Webb provides access to numerous resources such 
as dir~ctories of institutions, government agencies (with telephone and fax numbers), online bibliographies, 
etc. You are encouraged . to explore this system. -Ruth Grundy 
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Books purchased through The General 
Libraries Approval Plan 

• Aquatic toxicology. 
Mal.ins, D.C. & G.K Ostrander 
(eds) 
QH 90.8 T68 A67 1994 MSL 

• Oil spill prevention and response. 
Leslie Ray 
KFT 1556 R38 1994 MSL 

• Southern ocean ecology. 
Sayed Z. E.-Sayed 
QH 95.58 S68 1994 MSL 

• Water quality modeling. V.3 
Application to estuaries. 
Wu-Seng Lung 
TD 370 W3955 1989 V.3 MSL 

• Applications of analytical chemistry to 
oceanic carbon studies. 

National Research Council 
GC 117 C37 A67 1993 MSL 

Books purchased on grant funds 

• Nitrogen isotope techniques. 
Roger Knowles & R.H. Blackburn 
QH 324.35 Nl N57 1993 MSL 

Gifts & exchange 

• !MAS 92 quality of shipping in the 
year 2000. 

Institute of Marine Engineers 
International Conference 
-Q- HE 735 1588 1992 MSL 

• Marine biotoxins and harmful algae: a 
national plan. 

Donald M. Anderson, et al. 
SH 177 R4 M37 1993 MSL 

• Proceedings of the second workshop of 
the tropical marine mollusc program 
(TMMP). 

Jorgen Hyllebert, et al. (eds) 
QL 426 T5 T85 1992 MSL 

• Proposed alterations and improvements 
Yarbrough Fish Pass, Padre Island, 
Texas. 

Lockwood & Andrews, Inc. 
SH 153 P766 1952 MSL 

• Dune protection · and · improvement 
manual for the Texas Gulf Coast. Texas 
General Land Office 
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F 392 G9 DB 1991 MSL 
• The light requirements for growth and 

photosynthesis in seagrasses with 
emphasis on Texas estuaries: a 
literature survey. 

J.E. Kaldy & K.H. Dunton 
QK 495 A14 K343 1993 MSL 

• Safeharbor environmental impact and 
permitting process. Port of Corpus 
Christi Authority. Phase I: 
Documentation, Appendix A: 
Environmental review of the safe 
harbor area. 

Lockwood, Andrews & Newnam, 
Inc. 
-F- HE 554 C74 S24 1993 V.1 MSL . 

• Safeharbor environmental impact and 
permitting process. Port of Corpus 
Christi Authority. Phase I: 
documentation, Appendix B,C,D,E: 
Project definition, Public concerns, etc. 

Lockwood, Andrews & Newnam, 
Inc. 
-F- HE 554 C74 S24 1993 V.2 MSL 

• Safeharbor environmental impact and 
permitting process. Port of Corpus 
Christi Authority. Phase I: 
Documentation, Appendix F: Special 
studies. 

Lockwood, Andrews & Newnam, 
Inc. 
-F- HE 554 C74 S24 1993 V.3 MSL 

• A model to determine benefits 
obtainable from the management of 
Riverine fisheries of Bangladesh. 

Mahfuzuddin Ahmed 
SH 307 B3 A45 1991 MSL 

• Environment and aquaculture in 
developing countries. 

R.S. V. Pullin, et al. 
SH 135 E68 1993 MSL 

• Genetic aspects of conservation and 
cultivation of Giant Clams. 

Patricia Munro 
SH 373 G45 1993 MSL 

• The biology and culture of pearl oysters 
(Bivalva: Pteriidae). 

M.H. Gervis & N.A. Sims 
SH 371 G47 1992 MSL 

• Determination and comparison of 
bivalve growth, with emphasis on 
Thailand and other tropical areas. 



J.M. Vakily 
WH 367 T5 V36 1992 MSL 

• Environment and aquaculture in 
developing countries. 

R.S.V. Pullin et al. 
SH 135 E68 1993 MSL 

• Interim report on method for surveying 
shell reefs in Texas Bays. 

Lockwood i~i Andrews 
GB 465 T4 1573 1954 MSL 

• Report on long range development the 
Nueces County - Gulf of Mexico 
seashore areas. 

Lockwood, Andrews & Newnam, 
Inc. 
GV 182.3 R466 1966 MSL 

• A primer on fresh water. 
Canada. Environmental 
Citizenship. 
GB 707 P75 1993 

• Coastal plants of Florida, a key to good 
land management. 

Florida Dept. of Agriculture, Doyle 
Conner, Commissioner. 
QK 154 F57 1979 MSL 

• Sarasota Bay National Estuary 
Program. Framework for action. 

Paul Raot, et al. 
GC 512 F6 8273 1992 

• Diving for science ... 1993 
John N. Heine, et al. 
GC 65 D58 1993 MSL 

• Rice-fish research and development in 
Asia. 

Catalino r dela Cruz, et al. 
SH 153.53 A78 R53 1992 MSL 

• The life stages off our pelagic cope pods 
(Copepoda: Calanoida) illustrated by a 
series of photographs. 

W.C.M. Klein Breteler 
QL 444 C7 K57 1982 MSL 

• The integrated management plan for 
Ban Don Bay and Phangnga Ba~ 
Thailand. 

National Environment Board 
HT 395 T5 158 1992 MSL 

• The integrated management plan for 
the coastal zone of Brunei Darussalam. 

Dept. of Fisheries. 
HT 395 B7 158 1992 MSL 

• Contribuciones para el estudio de la 
pesca artesanal en America Latina. 

Max Aguero (ed) 
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SH 234 M56 1992 MSL 
• Construction and stabilization of 

coastal foredunes with vegetation: 
Padre Island, Texas. 

Bill E. Dahl, et al. 
TC 203 U54 N0.75-9 MSL 

• Monitoring of foredunes on Padre 
Island, Texas. 

B.E. Dahl & J.P. Goen 
TC 203 U54 N0.77-8 MSL 

• Flower Garden Banks National Marine 
Sanctuary. Final environmental impact 
statement .... 

U.S. Dept. of Commerce, NOAA 
QH 90.75 GB F54 1991 MSL 

• Upper Laguna Madre modeling study 
in the vicinity of the John F. Kennedy . 
Causeway, Corpus Christi, Texas. 

James H. Duke, Jr. 
GC 512 T4 D85 1990 MSL 

• Stimulation analysis of changes in flow 
exchange-in the upper Laguna Madre 
with removal of portions of the John F. 
Kennedy Causeway, Part I & Part II. 

Ruben S. Solis & Junji Matsumoto . 
"Bound with above title" 

• James H. Duke, Jr.'s response to Solis 
& Matsumoto's reports. 

·Bound with Duke report 
• Plan for additional studies of 

freshwater needs of fish and wildlife 
resources in Nueces-Corpus Christi Bay 
Area, Texas. 

Don E. Henley and Donald G. 
Rauschuber 
QL 628 T4 H451 1978 MSL 
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MSDS forms distributed: 

Villarreal: STINGER 
Buskey: DOW CORNING (R) HIGH VACUUM GREASE, GLUTARALDEHYDE, 25-50% IN AQUEOUS SOLUTION. 
lngall: CHROMERGE 
Thomas: HEXAMETHYLBENZENE, 99%, JB-4 PLUS SOLUTION B, HYDROUS CITRIC ACID, JB-4 PLUS CATALYST, JB-4 PLUS SOLUTION A, (SCINTI-SAFE ECONOMY, 20%) ALKYLBENZENEBASED, 9-PHENANTHROL, TECH., PYRENE, 99%, 9-HYDROXYFLUORENE, 97%, 5-NITR0-2-F URAL DE HYDE SEMI-CARBAZONE, 5-PREGNENE-3-B-20-B-DIOL, 18-HYDROXYPROGESTERONE, 16A-HYDROXYPROGESTERONE CRYSTALLINE,19-HYDROXYPROGESTERONE, 16A-HYDROXYPREGNENOLONE,.NESSLER REAGENT, NITRIVER, 3 NITRITE REAGENT, ACETONITRILE, METHYL STEARATE, 99% 
Benner: HALOGEN SCRUBBER (N,N-DIMETHYLANILINE), FERRIC AMMONIUM SULFATE CELL CULTURE TESTED, MANGANESE SULFATE PLANT CELL CULTURE TESTED, SEAWATER, SYNTHETIC BASAL SALT MIXTURE PLANT CELL CULTURE TESTED, SODIUM METASILICATE NONAHYDRATE PLANT CELL CULTURE TESTED, VITAMINB12PLANTCELL CULTURE TESTED, DICHLOROOCTAMETHYLTETRA SILOXANE, 
Montagna: ETHYLENEDIAMINETETRAACETIC ACID FREE ACID SIGMA GR, MINERAL OIL, LIGHT AND HEAVY 1 

Suttle: 1-BUTANOL, FLUORESBRITE (TM) MICROSPHERES 
Arnold: STARCH-WHEAT 
Harris: LEAD/ACID BATTERY, J-SHOP 600 
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The RIV LEVON RETI'ELSWEN is making its second appearance on the 
masthead with a II added in recognition of ·the completion of two full years of 
publication of the Lazarette Gazette-this ·is our 48th issue. The masthead 
youngster is Kevin Ray McBee, two year old grandson of JoAnn Page. Kevin 
resides in Fort Worth with his parents. When not aboard the LEVON 
RETI'ELSWEN, Kevin enjoys nursery rhymes, toys, and playing-and is 
inquisitive and bursting with energy; Grandma says he is # 1 ! Tony and Lynn 
Amos are vacationing in Australia (where they are visiting Lynn's brother). · 
Before he left Tony wrote the piece on the Pygmy killer whales. Not only is it appreciated, but we can look forward to at least one more story because the impetus came from a promise to write about our most recent Dolphin Dumps from the RIV LONGHORN. (Dolphin Dump . is my own irreverent term-definitely not Tony's-for the careful and compassionate release of dolphins to the sea.) It was great to hear from the Gearings (Letters to the editor). Juanita and Pat were both students of Pat Parker. I hope most folks are not tired of seeing excerpts. fro.m Oceanography Day reports. When a boy writes, I will remember this enjoyable trip forever, it just seems like I should share it with all those who worked so hard on April 23. Thanks for help with this issue to Tony Amos, Linda Yates, Ruth Grundy, Kathy Quade, Terry Whitledge, Patty Baker, and Andi Wickham. Thanks also to Sharon Herzka and Ken Dunton for the assistance they gave Mn! He 3 Hae M in reporting the student cruise. -John Thompson 
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